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Frosh To Tryout
For Prizes In
Annual Contest

Freshmen Elect Goodall; ICA Presents Randall
Field Heads Class Of '64 lOn Population Trends

Tryouts for the Freshman
Prize debates will be held at 4
p.m. and 7 p.m. on Thursday,
December 1st in Room 300, Petligrew. Candidates should present an original
persuasive
speech on any subject other
than their debate topic for this
year. The speeches should be
from four to five minutes in
length. Successful candidates will
be grouped for two debates on
campus topics of their own
choice to compete for team and
individual prizes in each debate.
As many as twelve may be
chosen.
All interested Juniors and
Seniors are requested to try out
for the Junior - Senior Prize
Speaking Contest which takes
place in the Chapel after
Christmas. Each candidate is required to present an outline of
his speech before going home for
Christmas, and final tryouts for
the four who will speak in
Chapel will be held immediately
after the vacation.
Speeches
~hould be 8-10 minutes in
length and should be of interest
to a Bates assembly.

The third program in a series of five lectures on the Image
of Society will be held in the Bates College Chapel on Sunday, December 4, at 7:30 p. m. with Dr. Darrell Randall, Associate Executive Director of the Department of International Affairs of the National Council of the Churches of
Christ in the U.S.A., as the speaker of the evening.

Jackman Notes
Polarization In
Modern Thought
Dr. Sidney Jackman. who has
a B.S. degree in Physics, a Masters in History, and a Doctorate
in History from Harvard, was the
Chapel Speaker on Monday, November 28. Dr. Jackman said, "I
thought of talking about Holden
Caulfield, but turned instead to
a subject I am very much aware
ot lately."
Today the deepest rift that appears in learning is between the
natural scientist and humanistic
disciples. The scientist is pictured
by the Madison Avenue crowd as
a handsome, slightly greying individual with a beautiful home
In the suburbs that houses a beau•iful wife and a few well-adjusted kids. His is a happy marriage
and he is a prophet, a guide to
the future. The humanist, on the
other hand, is the long-haired,
disjointed, "mad" professor; "by
mad, I mean not insane but just
mad."
Today the world has gradually
polarized until the humanist and
the scientist represent the two
extremes of knowledge. The term
"intellectual" is applied only to
a literary person, whereas the
scientist is a technologist a sort
of super-cook. For the scientist
poetry is only words that don't
go to the end of the page — a
terrible waste.
Knowledge is communicated
by words and today the humanists are rather un-optimistic because they feel they can't say
anything more. The scientist has
become the great leader of reason. He feels he would rather
(Continued on page three)

Dr. Randall's topic for address
will be: "Preparing Society for
Living at Peace in a More
Crowded World." In his address,
Dr. Randall will discuss the
world population explosion and
its implications for society's future, power for destruction or
for meeting human needs, the
world's social, political, and economic revolutions, and the releFreshman class officers are (top 1-r) Clifford Goodall, William
Young, Ralph Bartholomew; (bottom) Stuart Field, Marion
Day.
(Photo by Harris)

Visiting professor, Dr. Shao Chang Lee, was the speaker
in Chapel, Friday, November 25. Dr. Lee is teaching at
Bates under a Whitney Foundation grant. He is a former
professor at the University of Hawaii and in the Department
of Foreign Studies of Michigan State University.
Dr. Lee lectured on the

could have been stopped at this
time had western powers treated China with equality as the
Communists did, stated Dr. Lee.
The current question of
whether or not Communist China
should be admitted to the United Nations was then presented.
China has been said to have
evaded international law, but,
Could Have Stopped Communism
said Dr. Lee, "how can China be
As a student of history Dr. expected to follow international
Lee sees the "rise of the Chi- law if she is kept out of the UN?"
nese Communists as a return to
normal." At one time China was Time For New Approach
China has excelled in culture
the leader in the Far East, but
after 1500 its power declined. In and economic wealth in the
1840 China suffered a series of past'. The creativeness of her peodefeats and foreign control re- ple still exists today. Dr. Lee
sulted. In the twentieth century concluded that if growth persists
new leaders have tried to make at the present rate China will
a new power of China. Both rank with the US and Russia by
western and communist powers national standards. Thus, "the
vied for attention in China in time has come for a new Amerithe 1930's. The Communists can approach to the situation."
"meaning as well as the menace" of Communist China today.
He stated that today we must
decide what shall be done with
the Chinese Communist government. Shall it be allowed to coexist, shall it be crushed, or shall
the old regime's government be
recognized?

Hold Reception At Union
Immediately following the lecture there will be a reception at
the Women's Union at which refreshments will be served. There
will be ample time to discuss informally the ideas developed by
Dr. Randall in his lecture.

Panel Questions Douglas
On Recent Political Issues

Stuart Field, of Auburn, Maine, has been elected President
of the Class of '64. Other officers elected are William Young,
On Monday night, November
of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, Vice-President; Marion Day, 28, Senator Paul Douglas (D.
of West Hartford, Connecticut. Secretary; and Ralph Bar- 111.) was interviewed in a panel
news program which was part
tholomew, of Scarsdale, New York, Treasurer.
of the Concert and Lecture
Clifford Goodall, of Falmouth, different procedure in order to series. Discussion moderator was
Maine, has been elected Fresh- be fairer to prospective, inter- Mr. John C. Metcalfe of the
man Stu-C representative.
ested candidates for a class office. Chicago Sun - Times. Panelists
The system adopted, using nomi- were Neai Stanford of the
Explain System
nation papers instead of verbal Christian Science Monitor and
Elections were held on Wednes- nominations from the floor in a Lucian C. Warren of a Buffalo
day, November 23 in Chase Hall. class meeting, attempted to get newspaper.
On Monday, November 28 after away from emotional and frivolDouglas was questioned on
chapel the freshman class held ous nominations that often exsuch topics as the recent eleca meeting to vote on the consti- cluded those who were interested
tion, the electoral college, ecotution and election procedure. in the office. The change was
nomic policies of the present adThe election procedure for the made to provide the opportuniministration
(and possible
present freshman election has not ty for those who were interested
changes of these policies), the
followed the procedure as out- and willing to file a nomination
Latin American situation, the
lined in the Standard Constitu- paper to appear on the ballot for
"recession," national
defense,
tion. The council formulated a the primary.
and the coming session in Congress.

Dr. Lee Raises Question
Of Red China "Meaning"

vance of our Christian faith for
world survival and peace.

pare favorably with politics in
the state of Maine." He then
clarified this statement by saying that there is room for improvement, however the Democrats are ready for a recount in
Chicago. He suggested that a recount might also be necessary in
"down state" Illinois as well. He
felt sure that if this recount
were made "Kennedy's margin
will increase."
Upon being asked about his
position on a change in the electoral college system the Senator
replied, that he felt the electoral
college is an anachronism and
that he personally felt that direct
election would be better.
Stanford asked about the balance of payment problem, what
should be done and what will be
done? The Senator explained
how this problem has been erected (tourist abroad, soldiers
and dependents abroad, foreign
aid, and foreign investment)
and pointed out that European
quotas should be lower on American goods, that other nations
should help with foreign aid, and
that we should not be paying a
sugar subsidy.

The Moderator began the discussion with a question on the
election results in Illinois. Douglas explained that the reason for
Kennedy's small margin in his
state was "anti-Catholic propaganda spread in rural areas,
which aroused fears." The next
question was that of Metcalfe
who asked "Was religion a major factor in the election?"
Douglas answered that "anything
When asked if Eisenhower
which sways voters 1 or 2 per- should have taken action in Lacent in a close election is a de- tin America sooner, Douglas
ciding factor." He w,ent on to replied that this administration
say "Personally I think the elec(Continued on page three)
tion had a good effect on both
Protestants and Catholics." He
felt that Kennedy won because
CARNIVAL
of his belief in separaton of
Interested
in winning a
church and state.
free ticket (worth SS.75) to
Warren asked the Senator
this year's carnival? Everyabout "fraud in the Illinois
one has until December 10 to
election." Douglas replied, "I
enter the seal contest. All
think that Illinois politics comentries should be given to
dorm representatives on or
NOTICE
before this date to be eligible for a free ticket and to
There will be a meeting
gain points for your dorm
for all members of the C A
Larger Cabinet at 7 p. m. totoward dorm competition.
The winning seal will appear
night in the Chase Hall Ballon the cover of the schedule
room. All those who axe inof carnival events. This
terested and/or have worked
on a C A project are welcome
year's theme is "Folk Fantasia."
to attend.
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Players Prepare Comedy
For Initial Performance
By SANDRA PROHL "64
"Take it from the top . . ." "This time all the way
through . . ." These sounds greeted all who entered the
Little Theater last Friday night. Seeing that the Robinson
Players were at work rehearsing for their December 8 opening of Tartuffe, we decided to sit in on the rehearsal.
The first scene was taken from
Act I. Madame Pernelle, played
by Gretchen Rauch '61 was paying a visit to her daughter Elmire's household. The dialogue
is centered around Grandma and
Doreen, Elmire's maid. Grandma
is shocked at this naughty Doreen, who completely ignores her
role as a submissive maid and
speaks her mind. Doreen is the
bold one who expresses the inner
feelings of the other characters,
and Moliere uses her to tie the
play together. In the first act
there is also evidence of contrast between the characters and
of balanced staging on which
this classic is built. Doreen,
played by Judy Mosman '63, is
said by Grandmother to be the
spoiled brat showing off. She is
contrasted with Flipote, Madame
Pernelle's maid. Flipote, played
by Diane Eggleton '62, is the typical ignorant, starry-eyed maid

V» -:■■

who stands straight and doesn't
say a word. The balanced stage
is shown by the grouping of the
characters themselves.
Kramer Plays Tartuffe
The play reaches its peak of
action in Act III. The action is
fast. Tartuffe, played by David
Kramer '62, takes the lead and
all the attention is focused
around him. In a love scene between Tartuffe and Elmire his
"pious motives" are questioned.
Is he an imposter? Has his beguiling
language
completely
fooled Cleanthe, Elmire's husband?
Cast Changes
Several changes have been
made in the casting of Tartuffe.
Due to illness, Douglas Rowe '61
was forced to drop out of the
play. The role of Tartuffe is now
being portrayed by David Kramer '62. and the part of Valere by
Samuel Withers '64.

McReynolds Cites Non-Violence;
Discusses Pacifist Movement
David McReynolds spoke in the
Filene Room last Friday evening
on the topic of "Non Violence in
a Violent World". McReynolds
began by presenting an account
of recent history and the world
situation today. He pointed out
that the United States as well as
other countries has been guilty
of war crimes, and stressed that
the evil of war lies not in the
danger to our own safety but in
the greater danger of our becoming immoral. He pointed to the
Eichmann Memoirs in Life magazine as an illustration of how
a man may be caught up in the
horror of war and lose his own
morality in the process. Referring to the arms race he predicted that "things could not go on
indefinitely in their present
state," and that sooner or later
some one would push the button
and the arms race would reach
its logical conclusion — all-out
nuclear war.
McReynolds advocated the removal of American bases in foreign countries and the eventual
disbanding of the American
armed forces.
• McReynolds did not assert that

David McReynolds
pacificism was the solution to
world tension or that it could
bring friendly relations between
nations, peace on earth, good
will toward men. His conclusion
was that the present arms race
is madness. From a practical
point of view pacificism isn't any
saner but at least it's more moral, and morals are "nice to have
around".

Filters for
flavor
-finest flavor by far!

Tareyton 1

Guidance
News . . .
Seniors — mathematics majors —,
A recent letter from the Metropolitan Life Insurance Company reminds us of their continuing interest in prospective
actuarial trainees. A descriptive
brochure is available in the
Guidance and Placement Office.
Mademoiselle Magazine announces its 1960/61 College Publications Contest. Prizes will be
awarded for the best articles submitted by an undergraduate student, an alumnus, and a faculty
member.
Entries must have
been published in a college newspaper or magazine and submitted
by the editor of the publication.
Further information is available
from the Guidance and Placement Office.
The Officer Candidate School in
Newport, Rhode Island, permits
the advance enlistment of the
officer candidates up to nine
months prior to the time they are
scheduled to complete their education requirements for a baccalaureate degree. The next three
reporting dates are January 9,
March 13, and May 15, 1961.
News Release — On October 14
the following graduates from
Bates College were commissioned
as Ensigns in the United States
Naval Reserve: William R. Bates
'60, David M. Clarkson '60, and
Richard H. Larson '60.
Wesleyan University offers a
master of arts in teaching program for the year of 1961. Fellowships ranging from $1800 to
$3000 are available for either a
one or two year program. Applications should be submitted by
March 1 and further information are obtainable from Professor Ernest Stabler, Chairman,
M.A.T. Program, Wesleyan University, Middletown, Connecticut.
U. S. Atomic Energy Commission
announces a summer program for
college juniors with the following majors: Electronic Engineering, Chemical Engineering,
Mechanical Engineering, Chemistry, Physics, Mathematics. Applications for work which is at the
New York Operations Office must
be submitted by February 15.
Further information is available
from the Guidance and Placement office.

Calendar

Here's how the DUAL FILTER DOES IT:

Tareyton has the taste—

Dual Filter
does it!

1. It combines a unique inner filter of ACTIVATED CHARCOAL
... definitely proved to make the taste of a cigarette mild and
smooth...
2. with a pure white outer filter. Together they select and balance
the flavor elements in the smoke. Tareyton's flavor-balance gives
you the best taste of the best tobaccos.

NEW^DUAL FILTER
Product tf <A6 iMmtitmn JLnieeo-Cctyxtw — JuCaxco a our middle name
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Tareyton

Tonight, November 30
Vespers, 9:30-10 p.m., Chapel
Thursday, December 1
Basketball at MIT
Friday, December 2
Music, 7:30-9:30 p.m., Wo. men's Union
Saturday, December 3
Basketball at U. of Maine
Sunday, December 4
Image of Society Lecture, 7:30
p. m., Chapel
Tuesday, December 6
CA Bible Study, 7-8:15 p.m.,
Basement of Women's Union
Wednesday, December 7
CA Children's Christmas Party, 3-5 p. m., Chase Hall

Chapel Schedule
Friday, December 2
Neil J. Newman '61 and Marjorie C. Sanborn '61
Monday. December S
Music
Wednesday, December 7
Registration
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With ED ZIMNY '63
The- purpose of this column is
to further an interest in aviation among the faculty, administration and students here at
Bates. My topics will be of a
general nature, usually dealing
with current developments in the
aviation industry. I hope they
will be of interest to those of us
who do fly as well as those of
us who have never flown.

Sanborn, Newman Return Home;
Tell Of Week's Sojourn In West

everything in these homes was ■ Washington, We saw mountains,
"We are now approaching the at our disposal. Imagine walk- plains, hills, lakes, rivers —
Seattle airport. On behalf of ing in and out of a professor's ! everything. While riding through
home anytime you felt like it, some of the so-called "wilds" one
your flight crew . . ."
and raiding the icebox whenever i.- not aware of any wildness, but
Finally. — Washington. After
you were hungry.
rather an electrifying beauty.
months of preparation Neil and I
Our job from Sunday through
People
Eager
To
Help
were at last to make use of our
Thursday
was to debate before
knowledge. For four days we
Even those whom we didn't
were to tour Washington State know were eager to help us. A high school audiences and then
Cites Headlines
University (WSU), travel over strange woman in Yakima drove to answer any questions they
Since the only contact most of 1300 miles, and conduct nine ten miles out of the city limits might have. Needless to say, the
us have with the aviation world high school debate clinics.
into the middle of an apple or- first time this took place the four
is through newspaper headlines
chard
— just to show us where of us were "seared stiff". Our
Raid Professor's Icebox
describing the latest crash, why
the high school was where we knowledge .seemed very meager,
From the very beginning we were to appear. At 11:00 p.m. and heaven only knew what we
aon't we begin here.
met the most wonderful people. in Othello one man reopened his would be asked. This attitude
Electra Crashes At Boston
They couldn't do enough for us. hardware store so that we could soon changed. We soon began to
No doubt all of us recall the When people in Washington say
make an important phone call. feel like experts on the United
crash on October 4 of an Elec- "make yourself at home," they
Another opened his gas station Nations. One way or another we
tra plane off Boston's Logan air- really mean it! We stayed in pribecause we were nearly out of always managed to answer the
port. Was the cause of this crash vate homes all but one night, and
gas. Incidents such as these questions.
due to something in the Electra
were "typical" and not at all Cites "Typical" Day
itself, or was it due to a flock Sophs Plan Dance;
considered out of the ordinary in
Lei me tell you ol one of our
of birds colliding with the
Washington.
"typical" days. On Wednesday
plane? The Electra, currently be- Entertainment By
we arose at 4 a. m.. caught the
Travel Debate
ing called the "jinx" plane by Meddiebempsters
8:30
ferry — sideswiping a gravmany people who fly has been
All the travelling we did was
Oh Saturday, December 3 be- by car. We saw the most north- el truck while driving through
involved in four previous accidents, three of which were fatal. ginning at 8:00 p. m., "The Land ern, southern, western, and east- the early morning fog — and
Two of those crashes are blamed oi the Midnight Sun" will be ern sections of the slate. Wash- arrived in Bellingham for a 10:15
on structural failure, and, as a present in Chase Hall. In a ington certainly might be called program. Singing "Another Openresult of this, the planes now op- setting of pine, snowflakes, the a land of contrasts. Imagine all ing, Another Show," which soon
erate under a speed restriction. midnight sun and a fire in the New England as one state. The became our theme song, we
With this limitation, the planes fireplace a campus band will contrasts in this "new state" dashed into the auditorium and
provide music for dancing. The would be similar to those in announced '"We're here."
are considered safe.
entertainment highlight for the
Birds Probable Cause
evening will be the Meddiebemp- Ivy Leaves
However, the cause of this sters from Bowdoin.
particular crash is almost defiIn addition to the sophomore
nitely being attributed to a flock
class officers, Lee Nute, Doug
of some several thousands birds
Mcmery, Tom Brown and Nat
called starlings who flew up into
Shober, committee members for
the engines of the turbo-prop
plan as it took off. Ingestion of the dance are Debbie Peterson,
By LINDA BROWNING '64
the birds caused a power loss in Russ Grant, Pete Aransky, Leslie
Love, Janice Bauld, Cindy Vintwo and possibly three of the
Two weeks ago, the fact that Norwich University had
plane's four engines. Being fully ing, Judy McConnell, Dorothy eliminated fraternities was mentioned. Once again, there is
loaded and in a climbing posi- Selden, Peter Hollis, Judy Kescontroversy about the worth of the standing rules of fratila, and Wes Tiffney.
tion, the plane was in no conditernities and sororities. Witness these clippings from othertion to suffer power loss. Howcollege
newspapers.
ever, it happened. The plane
Summer Work
separate councils for the good of
stalled, that is, it lost sufficient
Refers To Colgate Resolution
one
sorority.
To Men Interested in Workspeed to remain in the air, and
"The Student Senate of Coling
Abroad
This
Summer:
Find
Sororities Not Unique
then plunged into the harbor.
gate University passed a resoluSome
financial
aid
is
availAlter
all, the girls say, "we
Birds Thwart Take-off
tion on Monday, October 24,
able to provide partial transLast week, another incident
calling for elimination of frater- went to college as individuals.
portation for men students
with birds occurred at Boston
nity discriminatory clauses by Each one of us was suited for a
who secure opportunity to
airport. As a loaded jet was racOctober, 1966. Colgate fraterni- different vocation, different sowork abroad during the suming down the runway bound for
ties which do not meet this dead- cial organization. So, we started
mer and thus increase their
Philly and Miami, another flock
line will be suspended from the to look around for a place to beproficiency in a foreign lanof birds flew up and were sucked
University. The full text of the long, a group to identify ourguage. Consult Dr. A. J.
selves with.
into the jet's mighty engines.
Colgate resolution follows:
Wright, chairman for LanThe captain, realizing a danger"We found that group in the
" 'We believe that our society
guage
Division,
before
ous situation if he proceeded to
and its Universities were found- sororities we pledged. We found
Christmas recess.
take off, immediately cut the
ed on dynamic principles which | a common interest with other
engines and slammed on his
have permitted and will permit college women in our different
Brakes, coming to a stop at the
increasingly through time the societies. But it became quite
Seniors
end of the runway. The jet was
development of our awareness of bewildering after we were inigrounded for repairs. Ironically,
All Seniors are reminded
the individual worth of a human tiated and full members of our
these two events involved the
to finish the forms for the
being. We feel that the develop- individual groups, for we saw
same airline with both planes
Guidance and Placement Ofment of an environment condu- that we did npt belong to a
bound for the same city. This
fice's Placement service. The
cive to more rational, construc- unique organization," but one
incident strengthened the case
submitting of these forms betively free and, therefore, hu- ruled by another council.
for the birds, as one might put
fore Christmas vacation will
manized inter-relationships of
It is refreshing to hear exit. They probably really were
facilitate speedy processing.
institutions, groups, and individ- pressed the concern for proper
the cause of the fatal accident
uals is necessary. Such values treatment of fellow students. It
in October, and opinions to the
should become primary to our is this concern which keeps our
contrary were quickly being Monday Chapel
ways of life.
colleges and universities ever
changed.
(Continued from page one)
Would Eliminate Discrimination expanding and ever open-minded
Shotgun Patrol Used
have an apparent truth than no
to adopt the changes necessary to
" 'We believe, therefore, that
Just what is being done about truth at all. The humanist must
keep them' free societies.
the
existence
of
discrimination
in
this bird problem? Since the have the truth or nothing.
second incident, there has been
Now, can we solve this crisis? our fraternities is a great moral gnraniiMHUiiiiBi*iniiHa 11 f ur iiinnni i iHBMmiHii ■■nmuumiiiM ■ 11 ui in itt 11 IMHK
a 24 hour patrol of the airport The scientist must learn about injustice and should be eliminatrunways by a squadron of men humanism; he must take courses ed so to be in harmony with the
armed with shotguns who fire re- in languages, history and Eng- principles of this University.'"
Friday, Saturday, Sunday
Some of the sorority women of |'THE MOUNTAIN ROAD'^
peatedly at the returning birds. lish. He should not say that I've
Attempts to destroy their nest- had my French, as if it is some- the University of Maine feel 1 James Stewart
Lisa Lu I
ing and feeding places thus far thing like an innoculation which that they are members of a pup- j Glenn Corbett Henry Morgan §
Frank Silvera
have been to no avail. New funds I hope to survive without any ill pet organization ruled by one
"THE
dictator
in
the
form
of
the
sueffects.
The
humanist,
in
the
are now being appropriated to
FLYING FONTAINES"
study this situation "scientifical- same vein, must take courses in preme sorority congress, Pan- I Michael
Callan
hellenic Council. While Panhellly" in order to relieve all air- physics, chemistry and biology.
Evy Norlund
■ports of this new threat to safe"Let us look beyond the meth- enic is supposed to stand for the
Joan Evans
Joe DeSantis
ty in the jet age.
ods to the ends which are the good of all sororities, the girls
Roger Perry I
would
rather
have
their
own
(Continued on page four)
same — to discover truth."
By MARJORIE SANBORN '61

Fraternities Eliminate
Discriminating Rules

PRISCILLA

THREE

A sticky business: Gum-chewing .401.
One wonders whether the
elopement was blue-slipped.
This could be the start of
something big. or perhaps more
appropriately, "It Started in
Naples."
Seen thumbing rides on
the Turnpike — sailors and
Bates students — both on
lweniy-lour-hour leave.
Figured out the dream yet,
Jackie?

On The Bookshelf
The Child Buyer
John Hersey
Turmoil and Tradition
Elting E. Morison
The Importance of Understanding
Lin Yutang
Ponlamara
Ignazio Silone
Seedtime On the Cumberland
Harrietle Simpson Arnow
Now We Are Enemies
Thomas T. Fleming

Senator Douglas
(Continued from page one)
not anticipate problems
■oon enough.
Stanford asked for a "preview
ol the economic situation," and
whether or not Douglas felt
lea is in a recession. Dougplied, "If this is prosperity,
God deliver us from recession."
He continued to explain that "all
external stigmata indicate a recei sion."
Douglas Mated, in reply to a
question about Kennedy's Cabiiii t, ilia' there were many fine
Democrats to fill the positions.
On defense Douglas favored
economy in purchase of "common use items," but no cut in
appropriation. He felt that our
defense is lacking in the area of
missies and ground forces.
Warren asked about Douglas's
plan to propose a bill concerning
the abolition of "Rule 22" (the
filabuster rule). Douglas explained that the change must
come before Congress begins
work or it will be worthless. A
question period followed the
panel's presentation.

Ritz Theatre
THUR.-SAT.:
"LOST WORLD"
- and "CRACK IN THE MIRROR'
SUN.-TUE.:
"THE STORY OF RUTH"
- also Walt Disney's
''DUMBO"
(Closed Wednesdays)

EMPIRE
One Week — Starts Today

JOHN WAYNE
STEWART GRANGE!
ERNIE KOVACS

F,B,,H
e^.- >r

%$m

' ■"" \

NORTH TO
A sparkling spoof of all those
stories about strong men and
frail women 'neath the Northern Lights!
Coming Soon
"INHERIT THE WIND"
Fredric March - Spencer Tracey

FOUR
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Letters To The Editor

Editorials
In Question
Last Monday night the College was privileged to witness
an excellent example of a modern day, practical statesman
in action in the form of Senator Paul Douglas (D) from Illinois. He was faced with three experienced newsmen, who,
in a self-styled mock interview, plied him with questions on
current political activities. Even though it was probably
not the first time he had heard the questions he still displayed remarkable deftness in answering them.
There was one drawback to the evening, however, that is
encountered at the termination of each Concert - Lecture
Series speaker's address, and other lectures of this nature,
in the Chapel. It is the question and answer period that always occurs and seems to be considered an indispensable
part of these programs, and is in actuality the least desirable
element. There are seldom, if ever, more than a dozen questions asked, and invariably they are either unclear, exceedingly irrelevant or require a near major discourse to cover
fully. At which point the speaker tries to give as quick and
comprehensive an answer as possible and as a result the
answer amounts to nothing.
Lack Of Interest
A large majority of the audience is ostensibly disinterested
in any questioning anyway since few questions are posed.
These people, then, must sit and listen, like it or not. The
speaker, on the other hand, regardless of whether he desires
to answer any questions or whether he doesn't, is made to
feel an obligation to participate in this question and answer
period.

Congratulations To Mr. Stole
To the Editor:
It seems that a final note concerning the furor aroused by the
change in Thanksgiving vacation
this year is appropriate. My congratulations to Mr. Steele and his
crew for the magnificent job that
they did in preparing and serving
an excellent meal in Commons
Thanksgiving Day.
Jim Carignan '61
Praise For A Batesy Meal
To the Editor:
For the first time in my Bates
career I find myself in the position of praising a Batesy meal. Of
course, I refer to the Thanksgiving dinner of the past week,
which was excellently served by
Mr. Steele and his staff.
Can't Compare With Home
To compare the dinner with
"one mother used to serve," (pre1960), would be foolish indeed.
One could not, in the confines of
the Men's Commons, expect to
capture the homey atmosphere,
the friendliness of friends and
relatives, and the special ways
of cooking the bird, which we
know so well. But a noble attempt was made.
Immediately after entering the
Commons we were all shocked to
hear the immortal words, "You
can return for seconds." Even
with this shock coming so early
it seemed that the words were
meaningless. Had we not had
meals that were hard to take the
first time? But, more shocks were
coming in rapid succession.

It does not seem to be a great transition from this mass audience question and answer period to another, more flexible
method of accomplishing the same thing. Assuming the
speaker agrees to answer the questions let there be a short,
perhaps five minute, intermission allowing those in the audience who desire to leave at the end of the address to do
so. Those interested in asking or listening to questions could
then move closer to the lectern and the speaker. Perhaps in
the atmosphere of this smaller group more questions could
be elicited since those who hestitate to speak before a large Reviews Menu
group of people may be willing to do so in a small group.
After a generous helping of
Using this type of question and answer period the amount turkey and mashed potatoes there
of people who rise and leave at the announcement of the followed shrimp cocktail, juice, a
choice of two pies and ice cream,
questions will not have to tip-toe silently out. More im- served by a stately Bates underportant, though, is that the majority of the audience will graduate in the center of the
not have to detain themselves for something they are not dining hall. On each table were
olives, celery, and a dish of fresh
necessarily interested in.
fruit. Flowers adorned the hall
and
pleasant
music
flowed
through the air as everyone dug
into the finest meal in Bates
history.
One glaring fault of last Monday night's program under
the Concert - Lecture Series was the pitiful lack of students. Mr. Steele has taken his share
Why? Perhaps everyone had to study and couldn't take an of abuse in the past couple of
hour out. Perhaps everyone either forgot about it or wasn't years from irate students. Many
of the complaints were justified,
aware of it. Perhaps no one cared enough to go.
and slowly but surely the meals
Granted there are times when a student just does not have improved under the direchave the time to spend in the Chapel for an outside speaker. tion of Stu-C, Stu-G and Mr.
When nearly everybody cannot find the time to attend a Steele. Now it seems as if praise
Series program, as evinced by Monday's attendance, espe- is due from all who could not
cially with a speaker as eminent as Senator Paul Douglas, leave the campus to eat with
the validity of even this excuse becomes dubious. It is use- families or friends. It was most
less to attempt to prod college students into action by apnot Mr. Steele's policy
pealing to the folly of their apathy with endless laments certainly
to end the four day vacation, but
over it. Suffice it to say those who did not attend missed he did his best to satisfy all of us
something worthwhile, but it was their bad luck.
who remained on campus for the
big meal.
From this side of campus, congratulations Mr. Steele, for a job
well done!
Al Francoeur '63
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Analysis Of Bates Education
To the Editor:
I would like to raise a question
about Bates education. The Bates
system of education shows many
signs that point to institutional
leadership in he field of contemporary education; yet it is a failure. It fails in meeting the values
that are relevant to our very existence and in preparing our students to face them critically. The
established Bates community has
been looking backward through
the looking glass of self-admira-

tion so long that all it can see are that they try to look ahead.
the fanciful imaginings at the Precedent rules — when expedient. And good ideas are disreback of its head.
garded, because they upset the
Proposes Critical Examination
present order, tenuous as it may
At the risk of facing do-nothing be. The tendency is to become
taunts, I would like to propose a so engrossed in technical and
rallying point for the critical ex- structural problems that little
amination of our educational energy is left to devote to the
philosophy which would itself search for understanding. At
exemplify the dynamic educa- this point, education takes a
tional encounter that ought to oc- back seat to organization.
cur here. By analyzing the evident dissatisfactions and errors Mentions Proposed Change
The recent proposal that the
in our hesitant conversations
with each other, I hope to pose a whole college study the possibilichallenge that will return edu- ty of a change in curriculum and
cation to the never-ending quest the academic year has tremendous potential for starting the
for knowledge.
trend back to real education. But
Cites Student Position
it will not happen if financial
We, the students, have been expediency, an important factor,
correctly criticized for our post and publicity demands, which
World War II fatalism and should be constructed to serve
apathy. We have been a bored education, are the sole or even
generation, worshipping too much the predominant forces directing
materialistically - rooted images the change.
of complacency and status quo.
But collectively, we are a dissat- Suggests Improvements
The administration could conisfied lot. Why? Because, as the
recent report of the American tribute much to the dynamic reCouncil of Education says of the lationship within the educationcontemporary student: "He is a al process: an improved counnew and different species of more seling system to meet the tenmature abilities and serious pur- sions of a highly pressured and
pose, but he is generally hobbled swiftly changing age; a chaplain
by obsolete college programs ..." to deal with the individual and
If we can break the muddled group religious life; seminar
confusion toward committed ac- rooms to provide the grounds for
tion for the sake of truth, we the relevant shift to face-to-face
will be able to take stands about discussion and inquiry; improved
vital issues to stimulate commu- social facilities to meet student
nication with our faculty and ad- and faculty needs; studies of
ministration. We must accept our teaching techniques and their
personal and group responsibil- relation to building facilities to
ity to the community to re-eval- assist professors; willingness to
uate our lives from four vantage support new interests, with an
points: student government and awareness of their function in
its relation to decision-making our lives, by allowing old and
in the whole community, student irritating clubs and committees
religious experience, student so- to die.
cial life and co-educational relaThe common rallying point
tions, and, most of all, student that we do have is communicaexpectance and responsibility in tion about our purposes and
academic pursuits.
problems. The best way for this
campus
to approach it is through
Faculty Holds Key
serious talk which leads to reOur faculty could hold the key
sponsible action. Why should
to releasing the dynamic tensions
each of us, students, faculty
that motivate valid inquiry, if
members, and administrators,
only they would be willing to acfind it so difficult to share our
cept the risks of living in the problems and our triumphs? If
midst of steady discussion. But
our separation is motivated by
the level of qualitative expecfear or desire for power through
tancy among Bates professors is exploitation, whether conscious
too low. Although many profes- or unconscious, then these ought
sors would not admit it, their to be uprooted. Our superficial
classes are boring and repetitive, mosaic ought to be shattered to
pervaded with a subtle negative let the creative man free.
approach to truth. Students soon
,
tire of being spoon-fed with pre- Advocates Group Action
I have been youthfully enthudigested facts and problem solutions that purport to be all the siastic. I have tried to remain
knowledge necessary for com- that way to show that there is
plete education; and they are serious concern and near despair
quick to recognize fraud and re- in the present leveling-down of
spond by looking for easy marks. education. We ought to stop
Therefore, it is difficult to main- thinking in pieces and all rally
tain the desire to discuss, for it for constructive thought and acis often a frightening prospect, to tion.
David W. Jackson 'SI
face ignorant participants.
The faculty must accept the responsibility for effectively expressing their good idea concerning both learning processes and
(Continued from page three)
matters of decision making that
Remember the U-2 incident?
involve the whole community.
Unofficial reports emanating
Administration Bears Brunt
from England claim a British
Our administration bears the plane with a new anti-radar debrunt of criticisms; this is the vice has flown over the U. S.
most common mistake made by without being detected. All
chronic rebels, for it only leads points up to one fact: our securto frustration. In the administra- ity isn't secure!
• • • • •
tion, we often have the arch
seat of conservative power and
Northeast, New England's own
paternalistic
expediency,
be- airline, begins pure jet service
cause of the very nature of the from Boston to Florida on Dec.
problems it faces. The adminis- 15. Jets are the new Convair
trators are the most likely to 880's, fastest ones in the air tolook back at the very moment day.

Flying High
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Juniors Favored In Class Meet,
Frosh Tracksters Could Surprise
By JIM HALL '63
On Friday, December 2 and
By SKIP MARDEN
Saturday, December 3, Walt Slovenski will unveil this year's
THIS WEEK, in the second of a series of three columns track squad, in the annual interplanned on the discussion of the Bates Intramural program, class meet. The freshmen, sophomores, juniors and seniors comthis space will be a lesson in Constitutional Law of a minor pete against each other to deterleague variety.
mine the strongest class. It gives
the team, and especially the
ALL THE CRITICISMS presented last week fall into one freshmen, a chance t# run in
of four categories — (1) problems of facilities, (2) problems of competition before the opening
officiating, (3) problems of scheduling, and (4) problems of meet.
Since talent is not always
administration. The criticisms that fell into the first group
three deep in every event, many
(the poor location of the field, etc.) are not immediately cor- boys will compete in more events
rectable since the existing area available must be shared with than their specialty, to try and
the varsity football team and the soccer club. However, the pick up valuable seconds and
College in the past few years has purchased the land directly thirds.
behind John Bertram Hall and the athletic department im- Gilvar Favored
mediately put in its bid for possible use of this land for Team captain and senior Barry Gilvar will be the favorite Freshman track candidates Don King, Paul Williams, Jon
athletic use. The final decision, however, rests in the hands in the 45 yd. dash, but may be
Ford, Steve Barron and Bill Evans talk over plans with
of the college's Board of Directors and probably is several pushed by senior Frank Vana or
Coach Walt Slovenski.
vears off.
junior Dennis Tourse. The only
other races on the short straight- Dave Boone is strong in the watched closely are roommates
THE PROBLEMS OF officiating have not yet been cor- away are the low and high hur- broad jump as is sophomore Jim Paul Planchon and Bill Evans.
rected, but should not be a pressing headache until softball' dles. Bates has many fine candi- Hall in the high jump.
Planchon runs in the low hurdles
dates in these events headed by
this spring when definite steps should be taken. The third sophomore Bill LaValle, junior
But this is where the freshmen and Evans competes in the
area, problems of scheduling, hinges upon two factors — the Paul Palmer and senior Jim step into the picture. Freshman highs. Eric Silverberg appears to
star Paul Williams could win be a good candidate for the two
ncrease in facilities and foresight in planning. The first is Keenan.
the high jump, the broad jump mile as does Steve Barron in the
not immediately remediable, but Dr. Lux has stated that
The juniors should run away or both. He can also run with pole vault.
ext fall the Intramural season will begin earlier, thus elim- with the middle distance races, the top Bates runners in the
More than anything else, this
inating the problem caused by the lack of daylight during with Larry Boston, Dave Boone middle distance, while Dave meet will show if the track team
and Dave Janke doing most of Johnson and Don King are also is in good condition and ready
the latter part of the season.
the scoring. Boston is capable of varsity material in the high for the meet on the 10th of Dewinning either the 600 or the
cember against Tufts University
THE FOURTH AREA, problems of administration, were 1000, with Boone and Janke fa- jump.
Other freshmen who will be at Medford.
partially misdiagnosed in last week's column. It is correct vored for the shorter races.
hat the administration of the program is divided into three Schuyler Should Take Mile
Another race that will have a
nirts — the athletic director, the Intramural assistant, and
the individual dormitories.. However, the burden of correc- solid favorite is the mile. Pete
Schuyler, state champion and
tion in the present intramural setup lies with neither of three
undefeated in dual meets last
groups mentioned above, but with the entire men's student year, should easily coast home in
published in two national magaBy AL MARDEN '63
ody through their elected representatives — the Student front. Two upperclassmen head
the
two
mile
run,
junior
Reid
Council. Thus, it was incorrect to attribute the faults of the
When the Bobcats open tomor- zines. The basic pattern is deJames
and
senior
DeWitt
Ranrow
night against M.I.T. they signed to set up No. 3 for a jump
program to Doctor Lux — since in previous years he did atshot with No. 4 screening for
dall.
will be employing a new offense.
tempt to correct the present situation, but was even censured
him. If No. 3 is not free, the ball
This
article
is
intended
to
acWhat happens in the weight
»y the students for having the audacity of initiating a handevents could be an indication of quaint the fans with this new
ball tournament under Intramural auspices without their just how far the squad will go offense, as well as with new varpermission.
this year. Howie Vandersea ap- iations in the defense. These expears ready for a good season planations will lack detail beThus, an analysis of the Bates College Intramural Constiin the hammer. Junior Dave cause of the possibility of alien
tution adopted in 1956 presents the following conclusions:
Lougee, sophomore Joe Tamburi- eyes falling on them.
no and Frank Vana will give
The new offense, termed a
The Department of Physical Education for Men,
Bates plenty of muscle in the "shuffle" or "continuity" offense,
with the co-operation of the Student Council and
shot put and hammer. Top was devised by Coach Robert
the Intramural Council, has organized the program
weight man, sophomore John Peck. It consists of two formaCurtiss, performs well in both the tions, left and right, depending
of Intramurals as an integral part of the program
shot and the discus, and another on position of the center.
of Physical Education. . . .
top discus man, junior Carl Pe- Players Move Across "Key"
iThis quotation, from the Foreword of the Constitution, es- terson, could also pick up points. The ball starts at the outside
tablishes the fact that the organization of the program rests Brown Paces Vaulters
guard position with the team in
Sophomores Dennis Brown and a 1-2-2 formation and goes
with three groups — the Athletic Department, the Student
Ray Spooner are both capable of
ouncil, and the Intramural Council which is comprised of victory in the pole vault. Junior through four or five options be- can go to either No. 2, No. 4, or
fore returning to the original No. 5. During the past season
line elected representative from each dormitory. Each is
position. Only now the players "this play averaged about oneharged with equal responsibility for any changes in the
are in the opposite formation. In and-half baskets a game, and
'onstitution since all such amendments must be approved
other words, during the course the ball was lost only twice in
of one "shuffle" the players have some eighty attempts at execut»y the Intramural Council (Foreword — page 1) which is in
moved from right formation to ing the play."
urn responsible to the Intramural Board (Article V — page
left formation or across the key.
Another offense that will be
!) which consists of the Athletic Director, the Student CounThus, the term continuity.
seen this year is the zone offense.
il representative and the Senior Intramural Manager. This
Full tuition for one year
The beauty of this offense is This will be used against a team
uses the question — Who is the Student Council represenplus $500 cash grant
that the ball can start at any po- employing a zone defense. It is
ative? Doctor Lux has never met with him, hence any Open to senior women interested in sition on the shuffle. Also, a basically a 1-3-1 set up with a
business careers as assistants to adnumber of free lance moves are series of moving shots from this
Jhange in the present set-up is impossible under the existing
ministrators and executives.
permitted. This offense fits this formation. A sort of shuffle type
"onstitution.
Outstanding training. Information
year's club exceptionally well in continuity has been incorporated
now available at the College PlaceCHANGES IN THE INTRAMURAL program are needed,
that each position is set up for into this offense.
ment Bureau.
shots an equal number of times; Defenses Remain Same
here is an excellent set of changes already proposed that
BOSTON IS, MASS. . 21 Marlborough St.
thus fitting the Bobcats in that
NEW YORK 17, N. Y. . . 230 Park Ave.
vould make the program much stronger (to be presented in
The defenses are basically the
MONTCLAIR, N. J. . . 33 Plymouth St.
they have no one single outstand- same as last year, man-to-man, a
his column next week). All that is needed is intelligent
PROVIDENCE 6, R. I. . . 155 Angell St.
ing shooter.
1-3-1 zone and a "match-up"
iction by the four interested parties, action which by all
Zone Offense Outlined
zone.
A match-up zone is simply
ights should be initiated by the Student Council. The eviOf particular interest to the using the same set up as the ofKATHARINE
dence for both the need for change and the need for action
fans might be the out-of-bounds fensive team. For example, if
GIBBS
will be presented at the meeting of the Student Council this
play. This play (see insert) was M.I.T. should use a 2-3 zone ofSECRETARIAL
week — and from this point on, the burden of responsibility
designed by Coach Peck and fense, Bates would use a 2-3 zone
proved so effective that it was defense.
vill be on that organization.

Peck Plans New Offense
For Present Hoop Season

"Out of Bounds" Play

Katharine Gibbs
Memorial
Scholarships
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Garnet Quintet Face M. L T., Maine
Bears Favored In
First Series Game

THIS IS THE 1960-61 BATES BASKETBALL TEAM: (1. to r.) Captain James Sutherland, Thorn Freeman, Peter
Glanz, John Hathaway, Malcolm Johnson, Carl Rapp, Paul Castolene, Ted Beal, Scott Brown, Robert Zering, Charles
Harte, Peter Fisk, Coach Robert Peck, Manager Richard Evans.
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JACK SAVED HIS COMPANY $10,000
ON HIS FIRST ASSIGNMENT
While Jack Trabert was in college he had
some definite career ideas. He knew what he
wanted—a job with a payoff for good judgment
and hard work.
With a B.S. in Business Administration from
the University of Nebraska, Jack knew he could
look in many directions. And he did. He talked
to 20 companies. And then in August, 1957,
joined Northwestern Bell, in Omaha, Nebraska.
His chance to show what he could do was
not long in coming. On his first assignment Jack
came up with answers that made it possible to
handle long distance calls made at night in the
Omaha area with less force and equipment than
was needed under the old system. This resulted
in a $10,000 annual saving.
Next, Jack worked on a training and devel-

opment program for "mark sensing" —a new
method for mechanized processing of long distance charges.
Today, Jack has an important role in planning and developing telephone facilities to keep
pace with Omaha's ever-increasing need for long
distance services.
Jack puts it this way—"If a guy can keep
his average up, there are places to go in this
outfit. A man doesn't have to wait around for
opportunity to knock—he has all he can handle
right from the start."
// you want a job in which you're given a chance
to show your stuff, and held strictly accountable for
your decisions, right from the start—then you'll
want to visit your Placement Office for literature
and additional information.

R. KAPPEL, President
American Telephone & Telepraph Co.

A Gift To
Your College
Can Result In A
Larger Income
For Your Family
Our Experienced Trust
Department will be glad
to work with you and
your attorney on the financial and trust aspects
of the educational gift
you have in mind.
Many a businessman is
discovering these days —
to his pleasant surprise
— that a gift to his Alma
Mater can bring definite
future tax advantages to
his wife and family.

DEPOSITORS
Trust Company

"Our number one aim is to have in all
management jobs the most vital, intelligent, positive and imaginative men
we can possibly find."
FREDERICK

By BOB HUGGARD '63
The Bates College basketball
squad travels to Cambridge,
Massachusetts, tomorrow evening to open their season against
the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology team, and on Saturday evening they will journey to
Orono to meet Coach Brian McCall's Maine team in a State
Series opener for both clubs.
These two games, the second
against their most formidable
foe should give Coach Peck and
his quintet an idea of how the
season will progress.
Engineers Are Weak
The M.I.T. squad, faced with
the loss of last year's high scorers — Tom Burns and Hugh Morrow, will be trying hard to
avenge last year's 88-50 loss to
the Bobcats. However, Coach
Peck feels that his squad it
ready and should be able to
handle the "Engineers" without
too much trouble.
At Orono, Coach Peck will
send his starting line-up of
Captain Jim Sutherland, Scotty
Brown, Pete Fisk, Tom Freemar
and John Hathaway against th<
always impressive Maine hoopsters. Led by Skip Chappell<
and Wayne Champeon, the Black
Bears will attempt to begin
their State Series play just as
they left off last year as they
swept the 9-game slate.
Nothing Conceded To Maine
When asked about this year's
Maine club, Coach Peck said.
'They have a strong starting five
good bench strength, an excellent fast break, and good size. In
other words, to win this game
Bates will have to control the
boards and come through with a
good team effort." Peck feels that
this can be done and he isn't
conceding anything to the Maine
squad.

The Bank That Is Busy
Building Mains
Main Office: Augusta. Maine
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